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I have installed the loader on my
system,and loaded the

loader.loader(loader.exe) on my
system now.but all my files which i
have opened in temp folder or in
recycle bin are not showing in my

computer(My C drive or files
drive)but all data is there in the temp
folder or recycle bin drive of windows
7. like below, Some of my files have
been open or saved in temp folder or
recycle bin are not showing.but the

data is there in the same drive i have
tried following the solutions

suggested by you in that i have
followed most of the instructions in
order to make my data drive visible
but it did not solve the problem. 1)i
have disabled the file and printer

sharing on windows firewall. 2)i have
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checked that the name of the original
drive is c: and it's icon is set as the

default icon of windows explorer. 3)i
have set the drive path or location in

windows explorer as following-
H:>c>drive>original drive and its
icon is set as default icon. 4)i have
tried making the drive visible on

windows explorer. 5)i have tried to
uninstall and reinstall the

loader.loader(loader.exe) and to
register it but it did not solve my
problem. 6)i have followed all the

steps in order to install the
loader.loader(loader.exe) on my
system but it did not solve my

problem. There are no exceptions in
the event viewer. Please suggest me

any other method to solve this
problem. and i tried to install the
loader.loader(loader.exe) or to

update it but it did not solve my
problem. This is the
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loader.loader(loader.exe) screen
shot. A: I think all the instructions
you've tried are correct; but, your

computer is "corrupted". I am
guessing that when Windows 7 came

out, it was patched to turn off the
ability for un-registered applications

to run. If the installer was un-
registered (IE, you didn't run it

through Add/Remove Programs), you
will not be able to run it anymore.
This happened in Windows Vista.

Normally, if you install an un-
registered program, it will tell you
that you need to register it for it to
work. Just to be sure, try a different
virtual machine and see if it works
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